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F O U R}

A Nation of Electors:
Sieye’s Model of
Representative
Government

American and French revolutionaries coined the terms
representative government and representative democracy.1 Al-
though both terms were sometime used synonymously, the
more perceptive political leaders were aware of the seman-
tic difference between the two. In this part of the book I
shall flesh out a genealogy of both models and map out
their fundamental differences.

In his seminal work on the history of popular sovereignty
in France, Pierre Rosanvallon has argued that the leaders of
the French and American revolutions who “invented” the
representative system produced two “diametrically oppo-
site” views of representation.2 All agreed on three things
modern government was not: monarchical absolutism, the
hereditary holding of political power, and direct rule by
the people. They did not all agree, however, on what
representative government was or should be. Their dis-
agreement took an exceptionally dramatic turn in France
because, whereas in America the constitution of repre-
sentative government coincided with an act of indepen-
dence and affirmation of sovereignty, in France it was the
theater of a bitter conflict over the control of the exist-
ing sovereign power (the state), and over the legitimacy,
nature, and scope of its delegation. In France, political
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A N A T I O N O F E L E C T O R S

representation was born as an object of negotiation between the posses-
sor of the supreme power and its procurators. The radicals saw it as a
technical artifice to cope with the size of the state and located the norma-
tive foundation of legality in the egalitarian and participatory power of
the sovereign people (but de facto its political vanguard). The moderates
held a positive philosophic vision of representation: they believed that rep-
resentative government was valuable in its own right and deemed it “an
original and specific form” that was superior to democracy, which they
identified with direct rule. The paradox of these “diametrically opposite”
approaches was that both prefigured the state-led professionalization of
politics and the political impoverishment of citizenship.

Rosanvallon sees the symmetry between the Jacobins and the mod-
erates as an example of the failure of the democratic project and the
consequence of the unfinished work of revision of Rousseau’s (but actu-
ally Bodin’s) conception of sovereignty. As robust evidence a contrario,
he refers to the defeated but theoretically challenging attempt of some
prominent Girondins, particularly Condorcet, to avoid defining repre-
sentative democracy in terms of a compromise between contradictory
principles such as participation and representation. This “third way” so-
lution was the first serious attempt to think about representative institu-
tions from a democratic perspective.3 Its starting point was a comprehen-
sive redefinition of sovereignty as “demultiplied people” and democracy
as a process of deliberation that was diversified both in time and space.

The dichotomy between representation as expediency and represen-
tation as intrinsically positive is complex but does not fully illuminate
the unique nature of the “third way” solution proposed by the demo-
cratic theorists of representation. Democratic authors such as Condorcet
and Thomas Paine shared the same positive perspective on represen-
tation as Sieyes and the Federalists and did not take direct democracy
as the norm. Like the moderates, they linked representation to the so-
cial transformations brought about by a market economy, although this
did not prevent them from searching for a form of representative gov-
ernment that did not build on the polarization between participation
and representation, between a depoliticized civil society and a profes-
sionalized state politics.4 Finally, although they shared the moderates’
conviction that electors should trust the more enlightened and compe-
tent, they made suffrage an equal right of the citizen, not a function of
the state, and thus contemplated a more active presence of the citizens in
the political process. Despite their equally strong suspicion of factions
and the role of the party in representative government, they opened
the door to the reflection over the methods and legal means by which
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C H A P T E R F O U R

interests and opinions emerging from civil society could contribute in
forming the process of the political will of the nation and the control
over the work of the representatives. They enlarged the meaning of pol-
itics and participation beyond electoral authorization and the act of
decision.5

All Human Relations Are Representative

Emmanuel-Joseph Sieyes developed the first and most sophisticated phi-
losophy of representation as a phenomenology of all human relations, a
form of decision-making that excluded directness and patrimonialism,
and finally the “true object of the [French] revolution.”6 This philoso-
phy formed part of the eighteenth-century “discovery” of civil society
as a realm of freedom and a model for the design of political institu-
tions. Like his French contemporaries, Sieyes’ main sources of inspiration
were the physiocrats, and Turgot in particular, the philosophy of Locke,
Montesquieu’s representative “commercial republic,” and Smith’s social
theory and the theory of division of labor in particular. Finally, the cen-
trality of the will in politics and the contract as the engine and the form
of the social and political machine put Sieyes in the camp of Hobbes
and Rousseau and made him approach representation from a juridical
and an institutional perspective. As Pasquale Pasquino has written, his
personal contribution to the philosophy of representation consisted in
combining l’art social and la science constitutionnelle. He saw the latter as
a science of political authorization and rational unification of the nation
that could be brought about by mimicking the logic of association and
contract that made for l’art social.7 “Each man . . . has the innate right to
deliberate and to will for himself, to oblige himself, to make contracts
with others, and consequently to impose laws on himself.”8

Sieyes’ sociopolitical correspondence paradigm would be very successful
in the next two centuries and gain momentum through the works of
authors as different as Guizot and Tocqueville, Saint-Simon and Marx.
Sieyes made the representative system a conscious superstructure of the
economic relations of production and exchange, a reflection of the social
order, which was truly foundational of the political order. “In [his] per-
spective, civilization, division of labor and representation coincided.”9

His ideas are a crossroads where the Schumpeterians and Marxists meet,
both as for the theory of the priority of civil society over politics and as
for the application of the economic method to the analysis of political
behavior.
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A N A T I O N O F E L E C T O R S

On the one hand, representation designated indirect doing and self-
regulated interdependence between producers and consumers of mate-
rial and immaterial goods. On the other, it designated a specific political
system for appointing politicians who were in charge of drafting a con-
stitution or governing the constituted institutions. Sieyes’ theory that
“all is representation in the social order” means first of all that all human
relations, private and public, are basically contractual: services provided
in exchange for remuneration. Individuals represent one another insofar
as they perform activities that reflect others’ needs and expectations,
enjoyment and utility. Human actions are all interconnected and every
action reflects and is a reflection of the action of others. Representation
is “the mother of productive and commercial industry, of liberal arts as
well as political progress. In fact, I think it is the same as the social life
itself.”10

Sieyes inverted Rousseau’s logic of reconciliation of the social and
the political orders. Rousseau, who wanted to make the organization of
production and labor functional to the preservation of the well-ordered
republic, not the other way around, tried to shelter economic relations
from the incumbent risk of commercialism and the split between labor
and wealth. Sieyes made the paradigm of exchange into the norm for
the creation of legitimate value (“No man ought to enjoy the labor of
another without exchange”).11 Rather than corrupting public relations,
the market’s indirect way of influencing people’s choices and allocating
goods made it a great factor of civilization. It gave recognition and value
to labor (the “living force”) and made individuals’ preference the final
judge. It embodied the immaterial power of consent, a sanctioning force
that persuades without directly coercing. All this dignified human labor
and knowledge, both by creating voluntary interdependence among peo-
ple and by sanctioning as illegitimate all power based on irrational and
exogenous forces. Like his contemporaries Kant, Paine, and Condorcet,
Sieyes used the word representation synonymously with legitimate gov-
ernment, civilized social relations, and liberty because it coincided with
the end of patrimonialism in politics.

Interest and Competence as Unifying Factors

In a 1789 pamphlet which Manin rightly considers “one of the founding
texts of modern representative government,” Sieyes wrote: “Clearly the
general interest is nothing if it is not the interest of someone; it is the
particular interest which is common to the greatest number of voters.”12
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C H A P T E R F O U R

As Locke had argued in his Second Treatise on Government, the individual
interest is the common denominator that can be used as a representable
unit of consent. In both politics and the market, the criterion of measure-
ment is (and needs to be) quantifiable and impartial: like the consumer,
the citizen as elector is the identical base of consent and representation.
Like exchange, election allows “public opinion to flow freely” and allo-
cates value according to clear parameters that are open to public scrutiny
and not arbitrary.13 Representation thus breaks the monopoly held by
exogenous factors like birth, tradition, or religion over the meaning and
the value of goods and professions. For all these reasons, Sieyes believed
that representative government was not an expedient or second best,
but a model of political rationality and legitimacy similar in kind to the
one analyzed by Adam Smith. “To allow oneself to be represented is the
sole source of civil prosperity.”14

Smith made a fictional use of reason in Kant’s transcendental schema-
tism sense and created the homo oeconomicus by abstracting from, and
neglecting the complexity of, the motives, influences, and circumstances
that constitute actual human activity. And though he did not transform
fiction into a comprehensive doctrine, he did however provide social and
political analysts with two cognitive schemes that could be expanded to
other contexts: money as the scale to measure preferences and evaluate
the rationality of decisions, and labor as a typology representative of the
diverse activities individuals perform for reciprocal utility.15 Sieyes used
these two schemes to describe remuneration of representative activities
in politics and to divest travail of all operational specificity so as to make
it into a generic power of production of exchangeable goods—material,
economic, and otherwise.16 Each domain had its own representative la-
bor, which was definable in its retribution, functions, and goals. Politics
was a profession like any other, endowed with its own specific skills and
ends, and furthermore remunerable with electors’ votes. “The common
interest, the betterment of the social state: we should make government
into a particular profession.”17

This view of representative government, though it has become part
of our vocabulary, is not without its flaws. When Smith’s logic is applied
to political functions, the result is political inequality, not just differen-
tiation and coordination, because in the domain of politics “differenti-
ation” of functions does not lead merely to “division of labor within the
same expertise” but “the creation of law as well”; it leads to the implemen-
tation of coercive norms, not a voluntary transaction among free and
equal agents. In the context of politics, the concept of “function” has ine-
galitarian implications and creates “separation” among, and hierarchy
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A N A T I O N O F E L E C T O R S

within, the “profession” of the electors and that of the elected.18 As
Sieyes himself recognized, political representatives perform a “profes-
sion particulière,” not just one profession among others, because their
status is superior to that of any other profession in that it entails moral
qualities like “honor” or “virtue” that are not acquired by technical train-
ing alone, and a degree of responsibility and competence that cannot be
improvised. Therefore, rather than merely a competition strategy, elec-
tion is a means of creating “two peoples”—“the producers” and “the
auxiliaries”: a class of citizens who make the laws for all and a class of
citizens who obey them. Just as the consumer does not need to fabricate
the things he wants to enjoy but can buy them from somebody who
“had done for him,” so the citizen-elector does not need to practice the
whole spectrum of political activity in order to enjoy its results.19

The problem is that the openness of the competition is here based on
the tacit assumption that only a few people will enter the electoral race
because only a few people can manage political affairs.

Montesquieu’s happy expression “commercial republic” found
its philosopher in Sieyes: competition fulfilled the promise of the
old republicanism without its inconvenience, since it made liberty
secure without anchoring it in militant virtue and the simultaneous
political presence of the multitude. As we read in The Federalist Papers,
representation would be in the best interest of the nation because it
would allow the people to be governed by individuals who were more
“competent” than themselves.20 Contra Rousseau, the same force that
produced rational (coordinated) behavior also secured freedom.21 The
best way to enjoy the fruit of political labor (the legal protection of
individual freedom) was to separate the work of citizen-electors from
that of elected citizens. The price was the violation of political equality:
this, as Paine understood remarkably well, is the object of disagreement
between the theorists of representative government.

Sieyes’ politics was a realm of competence, not equality. It was a
“large political machine” managed by the active professional few with
the confidence of and for the good of the politically passive, although
socioeconomically active, many.22 The debacle of Jacobin democracy
and Napoleon’s Caesarism (to the establishment of which Sieyes tried
to contribute) strengthened the political credentials of this elitist view
of representative government. Constant’s 1819 formula was as solemn
as a historical verdict and as concise as a political maxim: “The repre-
sentative system is nothing but an organization by means of which a
nation charges a few individuals to do what it cannot or does not wish
to do herself.”23 Contemporary theory of representative government as
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C H A P T E R F O U R

the electoral selection of the political elite by the people descends from
this view.

Exchange versus Barter: Democracy Is Primitivism

The theory of the separation and specialization of political functions
was Sieyes’ solution of Rousseau’s paradox that communication among
citizens is an obstacle to the general interest. As we saw in chapter 2,
in Rousseau’s scheme of direct rule, the rationality of political decisions
and the unity of the body politic could be better preserved if citizens
did not associate and interact. But in Sieyes’ indirect scheme, interde-
pendence and association are consubstantial with rationality and unity.
When everybody does everything the result is individualistic isolation
and idiotic autonomy or, alternatively, the ever-present risk of tyranny.
Precisely because “powers are never limited” and expansion is the nature
of the will as will is to power, division of labor is essential to liberty.24 In
a move that radically reversed the classical republican logic, Sieyes made
interdependence, not self-sufficiency, the source of freedom.25 Applied
to politics, Smith’s scheme changed the meaning of political liberty, and
republican liberty in particular. As The Spirit of the Laws had predicted,
breaking the principle of the identity between the rulers and the ruled
was an improvement rather than a necessary expedient because it cre-
ated a new field of expertise that benefited everybody. While Rousseau
thought that the artisan and the farmer epitomized the model of auton-
omy and a society of sovereign-like producers, Sieyes believed that self-
sufficiency was a bad model of social organization because it obstructed
communication.26 Liberty “often consists less in doing than in getting
done”: this is just as true for political liberty as for individual liberty.27

In book 22, chapters 1 and 2, of The Spirit of the Laws, Montesquieu ad-
vanced a striking comparison between peoples who bartered and peoples
who used money as a medium of exchange. This comparison prefigured
Sieyes’ distinction between democracy and representative government.
Peoples who have no need for commerce, says The Spirit of the Laws, are
peoples who have few commodities to enjoy and little chance to dedi-
cate themselves to the refinement of their life and morals. They are and
remain “savage” and uncivilized, just like the citizens in Sieyes’ “pure”
democracy. “Pure” democracy means “raw” (brute) democracy because
it resembles raw materials before human labor transforms and refines
them. Democracy is direct rule, but also an inferior or less perfect way of
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A N A T I O N O F E L E C T O R S

ruling. It is a system that fits societies that are not yet “civilized” because
unfamiliar with reflective activities and the work ethic, still attracted
by mere “pleasant pastimes” and not appreciative of the abundance of
artificial goods created by industry and commerce.28

Indirect participation solved the problem of communication in large
territories in a way face-to-face relations could not do, while freeing
society from chance, irrationality, and instability. Sieyes introduced
to politics the principle Paine later used to claim, against Sieyes, that
representation perfected direct democracy rather than supplanted it,
because it made democracy universalizable and adaptable to complex
societies, rather than obsolete.

Sieyes turned the logic of a centuries-old tradition of political thought
upside-down. If coordinated dependence rather than autonomous as
self-sufficient action was the mark of freedom, then representative gov-
ernment was the norm and direct democracy a second best. A criterion
of equivalence for the adjudication of exchange value, voting was the
neutral medium that allowed otherwise incommensurable things to be
compared because it could “easily be reduced to the same grade.” In that
money and votes, division of labor and representation were self-binding
conditions of voluntary behavior, they acted as agents of stability, dy-
namism, and liberty.29 In sum, representation perfects the way individ-
uals enjoy and practice political liberty; it is a sign of progress, not a sec-
ond best.30 Democracy is “much less appropriate for the needs of society,
much less conducive to the objects of political union, than the represen-
tative constitution: such is the second legitimate form of government.”31

However, things are not quite so simple because Sieyes did not ac-
tually reject direct democracy entirely but transferred it to the few. He
relocated direct democracy rather than eliminating it. He made delib-
eration and voting the specialized work of the members of the repre-
sentative assembly. So it would be incorrect to infer that he dismissed
the value and practice of direct decision-making as a unique property of
“raw” democracy. It would be more correct to say that Sieyes, like con-
temporary liberal theorists of representative government, made direct
democracy an exclusive function of the elected, ordinary citizens hav-
ing “better things to do.”32 The paradox of a philosophy that claims that
all human relations are representative is that it must acknowledge that
there is a moment in which somebody must make decisions directly, a
moment in which the chain of representation must end. In a represen-
tative government, decisions are not made by the representatives of the
representatives, and indirectness is of course not absolute.
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C H A P T E R F O U R

The Currency of Electoral Consent

Sieyes’ theory of representation rests on a dichotomous meaning of free-
dom that shares in the dual nature of what is called today negative and
positive liberty (Sieyes himself spoke of “liberté négative”)33—freedom
from direct political engagement in the case of the electors and free-
dom to practice politics in the strong sense in the case of the elected.
Election creates and separates the domains of individual liberty and po-
litical liberty by defining their respective recipients/practitioners as well
as their reciprocal independence. But it also creates a dualism within
the very domain of political liberty, or between a minimal and in theory
equally distributed liberty (the right to vote for) and a maximum and
unequally distributed one (legislative power or autonomy in Rousseau’s
sense). This distinction is the source of the contemporary model and
theory of representative government. Free mandate is the crucial al-
chemic factor that, like freedom of choice in the market, allows elec-
tions to adjudicate values among different candidates and stimulates
the candidates to compete for citizens’ consent. In both cases, the actors
must enjoy complete freedom of expression or bargaining in order “to
know their respective views,” to profit from them, to compare them and
transact, to modify their own views, and finally to make a reasonable
decision.34

As mentioned, an essential condition for both the economic and the
political systems of exchange is that the criterion of evaluation be inde-
pendent both from the content of the object to be evaluated and from
the will of the actors. The uniqueness of money is that it creates a univer-
sal system of reflection within which things can mirror one another and
be mirrored by money: “on the one hand, the silver indeed represents
all things, and on the other, all things indeed represent silver, and they
are signs of one another.”35 However, independence from the things it
measures does not mean that the value money stands for is arbitrary.
Although money is conventional and artificial, Montesquieu insisted,
unless currencies have representativity, they are not currencies in the
true sense of the word. What distinguishes currency from a counterfeit
is precisely its capability of not misrepresenting things. Its meaning (the
value of currency, in Montesquieu’s description) cannot be manipulated
at will—market exchange “happens only in a moderate government” be-
cause “tyranny and distrust make everyone bury his silver” rather than
exchange it for commodities. This means that fiction is not synonymous
with deceit and falsity, and does not entail arbitrariness or discretion.
Currencies function as a sign of equivalence because and insofar as they
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A N A T I O N O F E L E C T O R S

are based on some correspondences or a chain of sympathetic references
to the things they “represent.”36

Transferring Montesquieu’s reasoning from money to politics we can
say that counting votes is sufficient to elect a candidate but not sufficient
to make the elected candidate a representative, or to make him fulfill his
representative function. The legitimating factor of exchange both in the
system of representative government and the market system is consent;
and consent presumes and refers to a symbolic correspondence. This
aspect was well understood by Condorcet who, as we shall see, felt the
need to articulate the category of despotism so as to include within it
the despotism of elected representatives as the effect of the violation of
that which makes representation politically legitimate to the eye of the
people, that it to say representativity.

The problem with Sieyes’ theory of government is that it confined
consent exclusively to election as an authorizing system of appointing
experts. Representativity had no place in his theory of electoral consent:

Liberty always consists in procuring the greatest product with the least cost, and in

consequence in getting something done so the result will be less hardship and more

enjoyment. But I say getting things done and not simply letting things happen. Igno-

rant servitude is letting things happen; electionism or enlightened representationism

is getting things done. Getting things done means commissioning, it means choos-

ing the more expert, it is not commanding what one should do, for in that case

what would be the point of the chosen experts being expert, and how could a prior

command permit deliberation between the actors in the convention? [Representative

government] consists therefore solely in choosing experts, and changing them often

so that if they go wrong their successors, elected precisely by those who complain of

the error and can see things better, will be more capable of conciliating interests.37

I will return to the issue of expertise at the end of this chapter, af-
ter having explored the foundations of Sieyes’ electoral democracy.
Disassociating the citizen from the elector, and in fact translating the
classical republican category of citizenship into the right “to vote for,”
was the centerpiece (and masterpiece) of Sieyes’ philosophy of represen-
tation. It was also a reductive way of interpreting representation.

The Metamorphosis of the Citizen into the Elector

In The Jewish Question, Karl Marx employed the dialectics between the
bourgeois and the citizen to explain the formalism and abstract character
of political liberty in postrevolutionary constitutionalism.38 By a similar
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C H A P T E R F O U R

logic, Carré de Malberg explained the birth of representative government
in revolutionary France with the metamorphosis of the political category
of the people into the legalistic category of the nation of electors as it
was delineated by Sieyes.39 Following these leads, I shall here explore
the dialectics between the citizen and the elector that has characterized
parliamentary regimes and propose seeing Sieyes’ socioeconomic corre-
spondence paradigm as a complex labor of abstraction performed within
the political dimension (of citizenship) itself. What interests me is how
the liberal theory and practice of representation managed to empty citi-
zenship of its political character and to create the identity of the elector.
By building on Montesquieu’s lead that money “represents” things in-
sofar as they are autonomous from their concreteness, I hope to illumi-
nate Sieyes’ “logic of substitution” of Rousseau’s sovereign people with
the representative assembly and moreover clarify the difference between
representative government and representative democracy.40

Money designates the fictional and artificial condition of equivalence
by which the entire system of goods and labor is made into a repre-
sentative, reflexive, and symbolic system.41 The market makes things
interchangeable by making them equal in relation to a “third,” or a quan-
tifiable, neutral unit of measurement. In order to play the representative
game, things need to float in a one-dimensional space (they need to be
seen only as a given quantity of money; not as things but as commodi-
ties), with the understanding that outside it their equivalence would be
impossible and in fact unimaginable. Money “metamorphoses” things.
It “reproduces” things “under a new form.”42

If we apply this logic to representation (as Sieyes did) we could say,
paraphrasing Marx’s famous rendering of exchange value, that, thanks
to the conventional value-unit of the vote, candidate ϕ stands for x
workers, y entrepreneurs, z women, and so on.43 The conventional or
symbolic reality created by election descends from the legal (normative
or conventional) equality of those who hold the right to vote, or the
electors. In Sieyes’ words, “the most perfect simplicity” embodied in the
vote corresponds to the abstract equality of the political right which
“imprints in the citizen the representable quality” that makes him an
elector.44 The legal sameness of the electors is what makes representation
“the mode of expression” of citizens who are concretely different in their
existential specificity (i.e., workers, entrepreneurs, women, etc.) and who
are in fact recipients of civil rights, as we shall see shortly.

Political representation (that is, the act of subsuming different citizens
under one elected officer, and the entire country under the legislative
assembly) is possible only within the conventional universe of electors
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A N A T I O N O F E L E C T O R S

and elections.45 An example that can clarify the interpretation I am
proposing is the care Sieyes took to narrow the function of the “primary
assemblies” in electoral districts (the territorial distributions of electors
whose task was to compile lists of eligible voters and candidates, and fi-
nally to vote for representatives) to “the election of the representatives.”46

Election made the representative into a unifying signifier that stood for
a legal unit (the elector) and was a medium that unified the nation
above and beyond geographical and social differences. To play this role,
the primary assemblies must be only electoral, not deliberative and not
permanent.47 As I shall explain in the last chapter, the most important
difference between Sieyes and Condorcet pertained to the fact that the
latter advocated assemblies of citizens and electors and kept them active
always, not only to perform elections.

Passive and Active Freedom

The dialectics of the citizen and the elector can yield a theoretically am-
bitious result because it shows us the consistency of Sieyes’ distinction
between the civil rights of the citizen (“les droits civils”) and the political
rights of the elector (“les droits politiques”) with the main tenets of his
interpretation of representative government: namely, his identification
of primary assemblies with electoral assemblies and finally his substi-
tution of the people with the nation as the repository of the sovereign
will.48 The nation of electors is a fictional and symbolic reality. Yet it is
the only actual reality.

Let us try to elucidate this constellation of concepts. Through the
arithmetical unit of the vote, the electors who vote for a candidate enter
simultaneously into a pluriverse relation of reflection—to their represen-
tatives, to the members of their constituency, to all the electors in the
nation, and to the legislative body.49 This “mysterious” process of mul-
tilayered mediation depends on the artificial character of those various
political relations and the actors holding them. “If we make abstraction
from . . . the material elements and shapes that make the product a use-
value; we no longer see in it a table, a house, yarn, or any other useful
thing. Its existence as a material thing is just out of sight. . . . There is
nothing left but what is common to them all; all are reduced to one and
the same sort of labour, human labour in the abstract.”50 It is tempting to
adapt these words of Marx to Sieyes’ electoral democracy: Sieyes under-
stood very well that election as an act of will could play the same function
as the ratifying power of Bodin’s king and Rousseau’s sovereign people.
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C H A P T E R F O U R

The key, within a representative context, to inferring unity from the
will of its components is Sieyes’ distinction between civil rights and
political rights, where the former was associated with the “actual” nation
(of individuals) and the latter with the “symbolic” one (of the state). The
nation was the grand container of all the individuals as concrete beings:
of the “natural and civil rights of citizens” as “passive rights” that all
enjoyed. The meaning of the word “citizen” is not political here, but
civil: “all have the right to be protected in their person, property, and
liberty, etc., but not all have the right to have an active part in the
formation of public powers; not all are active citizens.”51 In the context
of the nation, the word “citizen” played the same role as the word “man”
in the context of nature. Indeed, according to Sieyes, the nation was a
prepolitical reality and the origin of legitimacy: “Its [a nation’s] will
is always legal” because nothing can limit it besides its own will. The
nation is “the law itself. Before and above it there is nothing but the
natural right.”52 Before the nation exists, there are single, not associated
individuals.

The nation is the first (chronologically and hierarchically) form of
association between individuals. In the context of the nation, natural
or civil rights engender an obligation: treating one another according
to “a genuine obligation” rather than as objects of domination. The
nation is the unity of private or natural individuals as moral recipients
of rights protected by the law.53 In Bodin’s language, it is the ensemble of
the governed or those subjected to the law; but in Locke’s language, it is
also the natural society prior to the body politic under which individuals
unite “in order to protect their rights from the designs of the wicked.”54

This explains the adjective passive that Sieyes used to define civil rights
(and the citizen versus the elector). “Passivity” is relative to what the
citizens are required to do in order to enjoy their civil rights: they are
not asked to participate as active citizens (or electors) but simply to
obey the law. In fact, while the nation is less inclusive than nature (its
territory, after all, does not coincide with the globe), it is more inclusive
than the political nation or the political body (not all of those who are
subjected to the laws enjoy the right to vote).

However, this passivity also implies that the nation is unable by itself
to protect the civil rights of its citizens. Its unity has no political form (or
voice) until those who have civil rights (all the members of the nation,
or the citizens) enjoy the right to vote for their representatives (become
electors). This explains why Sieyes thought political rights, while crucial
for the existence of the government, do not need to be as universal and
inclusive as natural and civil rights. The “active” character of political
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A N A T I O N O F E L E C T O R S

rights meant that they did not need to be universally distributed and
enjoyed. Political rights were active in that they were an artificial function
instituted to give birth to the political nation or an organized system of
coordinated and specialized functions (the government).

The goal of political rights was the well-being of the state and in
this sense the protection of individual (civil) rights. Therefore, they were
privileges more than rights. The right to vote was a power attached
to the qualities (competence) of the member of the political society
versus those of the human being.55 Sieyes was rephrasing the distinc-
tion between moral autonomy and political autonomy while shaping
the argument of suffrage as a function that would dominate the the-
ory of parliamentary government until the democratic transformation
in the twentieth century. As we shall see, this was another crucial source
of Sieyes’ disagreement with Paine and Condorcet about the relation
between representative government and the republic (or democracy)—
a theoretically relevant split since it concerned the nature of political
rights and the role of representation.

The distinction between “passive” and “active rights” corresponded
to what Burke called “virtual” representation. Electors were represen-
tatives of the citizens who were the actual components of the nation.
Nonelectors participated indirectly in the political life of their country
through the voice of the electors who, in exercising their active rights,
also guarded the passive rights of all. Not all citizens needed to do the
same things (voting) to enjoy the same (passive or civil) rights.

The theory of virtual representation or passive/active citizenship pre-
sumes a prepolitical belonging to the same nation within which all mem-
bers are ethically and morally equal even if they are not individually equal
in the functions they can perform or in their abilities. Historically, this
argument has been used to justify political exclusion in the name of
national interest or social utility. This was the case with James Mill’s
argument against female suffrage as a condition for the extension of
male suffrage: women did not need to be politically active to have their
rights protected; men could do it on their behalf. However, it is possible
to transcend the exclusionary implications of the passive/active citizen-
ship divide and read the theory of virtual representation as a reminder of
the distance that separates the norm of democracy from its reality. Even
disregarding the case of resident aliens, the democratic state is never
fully inclusive of its own legal citizens, as the limitations on suffrage for
reasons of age, mental health, and criminal behavior demonstrate.

The residue of non-active-citizenship never disappears entirely in
democratic societies, although the criteria for it change, and this change
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C H A P T E R F O U R

can be taken as a measure of democratization.56 Each demos at any given
time and generation devises criteria of exclusion to limit qualification
for voting and citizenship. Age is the least exogenous criterion; gender,
skin color, cultural and ethnical identities and religious beliefs, the most.
Seen from the normative perspective of equal political opportunity, the
history of universal suffrage is never entirely concluded, which means
that it is not reducible to the function of selecting representatives and
appointing magistrates. Indeed, to read the history of universal suffrage
as a history of criticism and the removal of exogenous factors of political
exclusion implies giving political equality not only the function of creat-
ing a political class but also that of exercising the power to know, judge,
and influence all public issues and the actions performed by the political
class. The way suffrage is interpreted determines and qualifies the way
representation is conceived. It is nonetheless clear that if those excluded
from the right to suffrage did not historically feel satisfied with virtual
representation, it was because voting does not consist merely in electing
lawmakers but also contributes to giving representatives their identity
(representativity) and to making the legal system to which citizens are
subjected.

Sieyes believed voting was inherently and exclusively associated with
the formation of state institutions, rather than being a right; a way
of adjudicating confidence rather than sending representatives to the
assembly. So although his starting point was egalitarian—he saw election
as a political race among equal electors (he intentionally defined the
nation in direct opposition to privilege)—he did not think that political
power had anything to do with equality. If anything, it was a breach of
the unity of the nation and equality within the multitude of the citizens
to accommodate the institution of an artificial hierarchy of skills. Thus,
although they were equal as legal and private individuals, his citizens
were not equal when judged from the point of view of their service to
the public, and politics was a service, not a right. Sieyes’ representation
was not just a medium for action in large states, but an active agency
of power. This raises the issue of the identity and the function of the
sovereign, or the tension between legal equality and political inequality.

The Symbolic Sovereignty of the Nation

Scholars have detected a paradox in Sieyes’ theory of government be-
cause, while his purpose in constructing it was to end anarchy and
achieve stability, “in repudiating claims for a traditional constitution,
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Sieyès had also undermined the capacity of any constitutional arrange-
ment to withstand the subversive effects of the principle of national
sovereignty.”57 Undoubtedly, the theory that all power is representative
had a desacralizing function, as the American Federalists showed.58 Yet
it also had destabilizing implications, because while it made state powers
derivative it placed them on the top of a volcanic “will of the nation”
that was extrainstitutional, and prior to the rational articulation of polit-
ical language and legality (the “will [of the nation is] always legal”). The
paradox and geniality of Sieyes’ theory of sovereignty consisted in em-
bodying a Rousseauian strategy to overcome the “dream” of democracy
altogether, not merely to “reconcile” democracy with representation.59

However, the idea that all power is representative and derivative can
prefigure a different scenario, particularly if this idea is analyzed along-
side Sieyes’ move from the sovereignty of the people to the sovereignty
of the nation. It can be read as saying that representative institutions are
the only political voice of the nation, which he saw, as we just said, as
a collection of private wills (civil rights bearers), prepolitical in nature
and thus lacking any perspective of the common interest. “We should
conceive nations as individuals outside their social environment, or, as
we used to say, in the state of nature,” since they are free “to impose
laws on [themselves]” and act according to their will.60

The nation is prior to the (institutional) form, just as a substance in
Descartes’ metaphysics is prior to its qualities. The problem is that it can-
not act or will in the absence of some given forms, which are therefore
consubstantial with its existence although ontologically exogenous to it
and, in theory, only operational. So while Sieyes wrote that the constitu-
tion of a political body or government cannot exist without the nation,
he also argued that the nation could do nothing (it is mute) without a
constituted government that implemented (and limited) its will.

L’art social was the paradigm of the constitutional art: creating the po-
litical order was “the art of extracting all possible goods from the society,”
which is “the primary and most important art.”61 It consisted in limiting
power, all kinds of power. So although the nation could desire whatever
it pleased, its will had to be limited if it were to be actualized.62 Outside
institutions (that is, outside the constituted power), politics is not even
thinkable by Sieyes’ parameters. In this respect, he “went far beyond the
more conventionally Rousseauian view of representative government as,
in essence, a pis aller—an unavoidable alternative to democracy. . . . In his
conception, the unitary character of the general will necessarily implied
not merely that the latter could only be expressed in a unitary national
assembly, but that it could not even be considered to exist outside that
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C H A P T E R F O U R

assembly.”63 Sieyes’ dialectics of the will and the functions anticipated
the logic of the “iron law of oligarchy”: the nation is a kind of sovereign
that can only be and only do what its legal intermediaries make it be
and do.64 His theory of sovereignty was framed in the same language
as Rousseau’s. Yet the nation’s greatness was the reason for its power-
lessness, as it were, because it did not have any actuating power of its
own and, much like Hobbes’ sovereign, could only exist through the
state—that is, through its authorized magistrates or commettants. “To be
sure, individual wills are always the origin of it [political power], and
they form its essential elements; but considered separately their power
is nil. It resides only in the whole.”65

So in the end, it seems that the authorizing power did not come
from the nation—which cannot think in terms of general will anyway—
but from the political nation, or the electors and the institutions they
created. Election was foundational; it was not the will of the nation: the
representatives of the National Assembly “have the whole power” of the
Nation.66

Sieyes’ transformation of the people into the nation prefigured Hegel’s
statist conversion of Rousseau’s sovereignty; it consisted in the creation
of a “souveraineté étatique . . . embedded within the nation itself.”67 The
representative system created the state as well as the (sovereign) nation.
As lamented by Jacques Pierre Brissot, despite his famous distinction be-
tween constituting power and constituted power, Sieyes displaced the
former because he ascribed to representatives (although ad hoc elected)
the task of both framing and voting on the constitution, in this way
ensuring a priori that the citizens would not express their views in pub-
lic debates and assemblies nor, above all, through a direct approval by
referendum. In the foundational act as well ordinary politics, Sieyes’ cit-
izens were and could not be other than electors; their voice was always
and only the voice of the representatives, even when the representatives
acted as mere redactors of the sovereign nation’s will and exercised their
function within a convention elected only with the aim of writing a
constitution.68

We can thus see that a subtle but deep metamorphosis takes place
when the focus switches from the citizens to the electors. The citizen-
elector is a silent atom much like the citizens in Rousseau’s direct sys-
tem, but now he has lost his political identity entirely: his silent vote
is a public admission of his political impotence. This makes represen-
tativity a noncomponent of representation. The language of contract
Sieyes adapted to political representation was consistent with politi-
cal minimalism: sovereignty was a “property” of the nation and the
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representatives were its “procurators.”69 Yet it is a strange sort of procu-
rator who knows the will of the community he is elected to represent
without consulting it. How can procuration even exist if the principal is
not supposed to know her own will apart from that of her procurator?
And what kind of legitimizing actor is the elector if she herself is a legal
creation of the state she is supposed to legitimate with her vote? “The
function of this ideology is to conceal the real situation, to maintain
the illusion that the legislator is the people, in spite of the fact that, in
reality, the function of the people—or, more correctly formulated, of the
electorate—is limited to the creation of the legislative organ.”70

In the end, thus, Sieyes’ National Assembly was the only nation. To
paraphrase Marx, a fictio juris became the actual sovereign. The right to
vote for representatives served to place the political order entirely within
the hands of the representatives, although they “do not exercise [their
will] by their own rights” but “only” by “commission.”71

The Impolitical Category of Competence

Sieyes’ theory of government shows that confidence, not election per se,
is the factor that gives representative government an undemocratic char-
acter. The medium of confidence enables elections to initiate the process
whose starting point is the “general will” in potentia and whose endpoint
is the will as it is articulated by the legislative assembly (the law). The
idea of confidence inheres in a nonpolitical view of representation; it
entails a stylized person-to-person relationship between the elector and
the candidate, and leads to the identification of election with an act of
elitist authorization.

Sieyes used the competence-confidence nexus to achieve two out-
comes. First, he used it to separate the elected from the electors within a
context of legal equality. Confidence, or free mandate, prefigured what
the American founders called a “natural aristocracy.” Natural aristocracy
was radically antithetical to the old-regime type of aristocracy because
it entailed precisely what the latter excluded: impartiality rather than
corporate interests, and rationality as a criterion of political judgment
rather than prejudgmental loyalties. The premise of confidence was that
all the candidates shared the same potential as the electors (thus all
electors could also be eligible), although to different degrees and with
different specializations. It resulted from a race and a comparative judg-
ment, and was essentially personal and individual, exactly like the right
to vote. The “natural aristocracy” was an elite, but a competitive and
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C H A P T E R F O U R

competing elite. Second, Sieyes employed the competence-confidence
nexus in order to transfer to the elected the power that Rousseau had
given to the sovereign citizens, but without subjecting the elected to the
dictate of the electors.72 It could be said that he embedded Rousseau’s
rule of impartiality and unity of the will into a Burkean representative
context. As we have seen, his appeal to the people was always an appeal
to authorized commettants.73

The introduction of confidence into the space of politics configures
a definition of the elite that is clearly impolitical in character and that
actually contradicts the principle of political representation. As for the
latter problem, the issue of confidence contains a Platonic vice that
conflicts with the idea of elected representation, since if election is an
act of confidence-giving, it is unclear what a representative is supposed
to represent, and why he should be seen as a representative. If that is
the case, representation does not involve any relation to society and
election is simply a means of appointing political officials. Judged from
the point of view of the principles of democratic representation that I
outlined in the first chapter (representativity and advocacy), the pouvoir
commettant gives birth to a responsible and limited government, yet not
to a representative government.

The fact is that once representation is robbed of representativity and
advocacy, the very egalitarian character of election is jeopardized and
the meaning of election itself twisted because confidence denies that
elections are an act of reckoning and judgment: a person’s degree of
professional competence can only be judged by her equals or superiors
(the elected are supposed to be more skilled, or éclairés, than their elec-
tors). Even though it defied old-regime aristocracy, confidence seemed to
entail “a temporary oligarchy,” rather than an elective political class.74

This discloses the aporia of free mandate as confidence.
The representative’s autonomy from the represented poses serious

problems for representation if it is not qualified and not linked to the
idea of representativity. The argument that sees free mandate as indis-
pensable if collective settings are to make decisions is instrumental since
it focuses on the process that occurs in the collective deliberative set-
ting or inside the institutions. However, it does not pay attention to or
illuminate the relation between the collective deliberative setting (for
instance the legislative assembly) and the outside society, and does not
tell us much about what qualifies political representation. “In systems
based on both deliberation and representation, normative questions are
not limited to the condition for enhanced deliberation.”75 The Supreme
Court is a deliberative setting with absolutely free mandate but it is not
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A N A T I O N O F E L E C T O R S

a political representative body in the way the legislative assembly is in a
representative government.

As we have seen in analyzing Rousseau’s distinction between dele-
gation and representation, a truly free mandate may perhaps allow the
representatives to create the general will, but it does not make them
political representatives. The claim for free mandate presumes the in-
scription of representation within the logic of contract in the sense that
it is defined as a negation of the dependency clause that characterizes
the private contract of representation. To recall one of the basic argu-
ments of chapters 1 and 3, political representation must not be confused
with juridical representation since the former demands the withdrawal
of the legal obligation that binds the agent to the desires of his princi-
pal. However, this withdrawal does not mean that there is no mandate
or obligation whatsoever.76

The withdrawal of any and all obligation is just as much a denial
of representation as the imposition of a legal binding. The institution
of representation feeds on the following paradox: at the very moment
legal obligation is voided, the obligation resurfaces in a different form
as political obligation. Political obligation defines the representativity of
representation. In this sense, I have argued that the contrast between
imperative and free mandate is misleading when it is constructed in re-
lation and in contrast to a particular normative context—the juridical
principal/agent contract—which is completely different from political
representation. A political theory of representation requires a political
notion of obligation or mandate, something unique and impossible to
understand from within the logic of principal/agent. This brings me
directly to the second problem I mentioned above, namely the impolit-
ical character of confidence that is implied in the identification of the
election with the selection of a superior class of political professionals.

The notion of confidence, Patrice Gueniffey has observed, is vague
because it is not associated with the specific object (representation) in
relation to which is claimed.77 Confidence points directly to the qualities
of the person who seeks it. Moreover, it appeals to qualities that only
the selected person is supposed to have. In addition, it links elections
to a judgment of desert, merit, and/or a kind of competence that, while
disassociated from inherited privileges, is not in fact meant to be dis-
tributed equally among the citizens. For this reason, confidence makes
issues of control and accountability problematic and in fact logically in-
appropriate. To give confidence, Burke wrote in the same years as Sieyes,
means to acknowledge that the elected have the responsibility (because
they have the competence) to decide what is in the best interest of their
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C H A P T E R F O U R

electors without the electors having a say. “Since they [the representa-
tives] are the sole depositories of the general will, they have no need to
consult their commettants on a dissent that does not in fact exist.”78

Sieyes built on the rationale of confidence as defined by Montesquieu,
who derived the idea of confidence from the unproven assumption that
the citizens could judge neither on issues nor their candidates’ compe-
tence to deal with those issues, but could at most recognize the best
candidates. The paradox of this prejudicial assumption was that the
electors, incompetent as they were, could see the invisible (moral and
intellectual qualities and the candidate’s character) but could not see
the visible (the issues to be decided and thus the very candidates’ deeds).
Confidence was a trust based on ignorance. It implied the act of putting
oneself in the hands of experts. We can thus argue that confidence de-
politicizes the character of judgment in electoral competitions because it
diverts the electoral choice from political opinions to the personal qual-
ities of the candidate. Sieyes’ market analogy is no use here, since just as
it is difficult for the buyer to discern and check the equivalence between
the quality of the product and its exchange value, it is also difficult for
electors to detect whether there is any correspondence between their
vote and the candidate’s qualities.

The fact is that, despite Sieyes’ attempt to translate political competi-
tion into the language of economic competition, elections do not simply
arbitrate among competing views. This distinguishes elections from the
recruitment of experts and is essentially at odds with the language of
competence, since majority rule (counting votes), not a proficiency test,
decides the “value” of the candidates anyway. The claim that election
and representation are a denial of democracy neglects the fact that it
is democracy that shapes the character of representation and election
(competence entails co-optation, not election). Yet the application of
the category of confidence to politics brings us to the conclusion that
electors make value judgments comparing the qualities of one person to
another, or even to themselves.

However, despite their conscious attempt to make election a means
to ensure the rule of competence, the leaders of the eighteenth-century
revolutions initiated a system that would debunk any aristocratic form
of politics, even the imprecise notion of competence. Tocqueville’s com-
plaint about the fatal mediocrity democratic competition brings to poli-
tics can be taken as an implicit acknowledgment that elections are indeed
a democratic method of selection if practiced within a representative
system of government that is based on civil rights and political rights
(and the right to vote in particular).79 This is so because within a
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representative government elections are the outcome of a political judg-
ment, one that does not essentially concern persons as private beings,
but persons as recipients or “representatives” of opinions that also be-
long to the electors and exist and operate in society.

As I have argued in previous chapters, electoral competition has a
substantial and unavoidably ideological character because it points to
the future or projects into an imaginable future (defined by the electoral
periodicity) ideas that actual citizens develop and shape in their every-
day lives.80 Ideas or ideological visions designate the work of political
judgment citizens perform in the act of voting. While citizens choose a
candidate, they select, through her, a view, a program, a course of pol-
itics, a proposal. Voting for political representatives is not the same as
voting for a sheriff or a school counselor because the object of voting
is not one task or specific function and because the function performed
by the elected is collective, not individual. We give lawmaking candi-
dates identity and give their competence political meaning insofar as this
makes our choice in voting for that particular candidate, and in fact her
“competence,” interesting to us and also an object of our evaluation and
judgment. The “merit” I judge in the candidate I choose is relative to
her opinions, not unqualified; in this sense it does not refer to qualities
that are existentially unique to her or personal stricto sensu. To reverse
Sieyes’ thinking, we do not just let ourselves be represented; we partic-
ipate in the creation of representation (the represented as well as the
representatives).

Reference to competence in political competition is ambiguous. If by
competence we mean a specific skill, then election is a very poor method
of selection. In 1789, Jacques Pierre Brissot pointed to this problem when
he proposed a double-turn electoral system: if the aim is to select the best
in terms of talents and virtue, he reasoned, then elections per se are a
poor method because ordinary citizens are perhaps able to recognize
the “plus éclairés” or “honorable” but not all of them could adequately
individuate the more competent. To judge on competence, similarity
of knowledge or expertise is essential (hence Brissot’s proposal to make
citizens vote for electors rather than representatives directly).81

To be sure, none of the theorists of representative government who
were Sieyes’ contemporaries anchored representation in ideology; actu-
ally, all of them associated it directly with rationality in contrast to prej-
udice and partial interests. The eighteenth-century creators of represen-
tative government—moderate as well as democratic—feared the esprit de
parti as the specter of social fragmentation and old-regime inequality.82

Except for rare exceptions, the most notable being James Madison, they
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did not make any relevant distinction between factions and parties, and
thought of them as a pestilential misfortune—a source of irrationality,
divisions, conflict, and even civil war. Hence they looked for an impartial
criterion of evaluation in electoral competition and tried to keep “‘merit’
independent of opinions.”83 They thought that the moral and intellec-
tual qualities of virtuous or competent leaders would make it possible to
transcend the esprit de parti and break with any form of mandate, legal as
well as political. They expected competence and confidence to achieve
the same goal as Rousseau: making reason and rationality the norm of
politics.

Like Madison and Burke, Sieyes thought electors should reward the
type of confidence that in republican literature was a mixture of civic
attributes that have been traditionally ascribed to the good politician:
virtue, honesty, patriotic spirit, wisdom, control of passions, and knowl-
edge. Although not all of them shared the same political ideas, they all
pursued an antipatrimonial politics and were inspired by the republican
character of the ideal political actor, which they applied to candidates
and representatives. The “gentleman” was a modern rendering of the
republican typology.84 It embodied the model of the ideal citizen as
representative of the best qualities that made for a good government
because, in Locke’s words, “if those of that rank are by their Education
once set right, they will quickly bring the rest into Order.” When Mon-
tesquieu, Madison, Sieyes, and Burke referred to “competence,” they
meant a kind of honorable dedication to the good of their society in the
form of a competent service, something a gentleman was educated to do
since his early youth.85

In addition, the small number of citizens who enjoyed the right to
vote made the electoral body a kind of face-to-face democracy as well as
a uniform society, and made the relation between them and the society
at large vertical and paternalistic.86 The distance between electors and
elected that was supposed to result from confidence was not so great
if one thinks that the candidate competed with and submitted to the
judgment of his peers, who probably knew him personally and shared
his interests and culture. Candidates might have perceived the call for
accountability (which confidence in fact obliterated) as offensive because
it presumed potential for dishonesty on the part of the honorable and
virtuous and a break in trust.87 When Burke proclaimed his autonomy of
judgment from the voters, he proclaimed his own sincerity and honesty
and presumed he was not in need of supervision external to his own
conscience; but he also presumed a substantial equality of values and
interests between himself and his voters, a condition that made trust
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meaningful, but not a blank check. Besides, he did not need a precise
demographic study to know the social composition and political views of
his constituency. One might say that Burke proclaimed his freedom as an
equal among equals, not in order to promote his agenda or opinions, or
those of one part of society against another. After all, the political society
he was living in was a small, homogenous demos. Personal qualities, not
political ideas or ideologies, were the object of electoral judgment.88

This explains the eighteenth-century usage of competence as a ra-
tional argument against parties and factions: if politics meant caring
for the good of the community as a whole, no one group or interest,
no one part of society, could define the general good. Only the virtue,
knowledge, and civic education of the leaders could achieve this goal.
The association of election with confidence and competence implied a
call for “objectivity” and impartiality that was in tension with the math-
ematical counting implied by elections as well as with accountability.
Madison was quite adamant about this: the general freedom of society
required both that factions were not repressed and that the representa-
tives transcended factions, or at least did not reflect them directly. The
institutions of representative government should “refine and enlarge the
public views by passing them through the medium of a chosen body of
citizens.”89

The virtue and competence of the candidate were reflected in the ra-
tionality of the political decisions, just like in Rousseau’s republic. After
all, the general will, like Madison’s good representative, was supposed to
represent the middle, following a process of elimination of the extremes.
Likewise, Sieyes saw the assembly as a body in which the common in-
terest was created or recognized rather than the repository of an existing
sovereignty.90 None of them reflected on the role of the party in a repre-
sentative government, yet they were extremely alert to the fact that the
future was the time dimension that elections brought into politics, a cru-
cial aspect in the shaping of politics along ideological lines rather than
according to pure competence and even virtue in the classical sense.
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